How New Technology Is Changing The Shrub Maintenance Industry
Hedge your success by growing your shrub maintenance business. Okay, we’ll admit, the pun is bad, but all joking aside, shrubs have become serious business. Shrubs are significant assets in our landscapes providing color, texture, and year-round visual interest to our clients’ properties. Shrubs also provide an opportunity for those looking to grow their landscape care and maintenance businesses. While they certainly come with their own challenges, there are new technologies emerging that are changing the way shrubs are being managed across the country.

In 2015, nearly one-third of respondents to Lawn & Landscape’s annual State of the Industry survey saw “Maintenance” as the service category predicted to grow the fastest. That was also the top answer for the past five years. Maintenance can include many types of land care services, such as mowing, raking, weeding, pruning trees, and trimming shrubs. It makes sense that so many companies see Maintenance as a growth business. Maintenance provides repeat business, gets you on the client’s property, and is often awarded on a contract basis, making it revenue you can count on.

While the opportunities for a successful Landscape Maintenance business are there, they come at a high cost as well. Primarily, that high cost comes from labor. Growing your Maintenance business is all about meeting the client’s expectations in the most economical manner possible and utilizing every tool at your disposal. That’s where we come in.

Rainbow Treecare has been running one of the largest independent tree care, lawn care, and pest control service companies in Minneapolis, Minnesota since 1976. With a solid foundation in practical business management, we understand the connection that must be made between scientific research, predictable management results, and operational efficiency. We only represent solutions that we use ourselves.

In 1997, we created Rainbow Treecare Scientific Advancements to bring research-backed tools to the green industry. During this time we have created breakthrough technologies in disease management, insect protection, and the science of predictable plant growth regulation. By partnering with university and industry scientists, we invest in 80 plus field research trials every year aimed at developing science-based products to solve the greatest issues facing the green industry across the United States.

Rainbow is excited to introduce you to technology that will change the way you are currently maintaining shrubs in the landscape. In this guide, we’ll take a look at how clients perceive the value of shrubs, we’ll look at the management challenges they present, and we’ll look at the new tools you can be utilizing to maximize your crew’s time and efforts. Our hope is you will find some value in the following pages that can give you the competitive edge you need to make 2016 a breakthrough year for you.

Shawn Bernick, MS
Chief Operations Officer
Rainbow Treecare
Scientific Advancements
While shrubs may be unsung, they are not unnoticed. In fact, a client’s eye is more likely to catch a scraggly shrub before they notice an issue worth addressing elsewhere on the property. Their relatively small size puts them right in the line-of-sight as clients stroll the property, and often their sheer numbers make them hard to miss. Particularly in highly manicured landscape designs, shrubs are one of the top reasons a maintenance contractor may receive a call-back.

When it comes to maintenance, the client often wants the shrubs to look perfect as they see their appearance as an extension of their brand. Traditionally, meeting this expectation across multiple properties in the peak of the growing season has been a challenge. As we shall see, Trimtect® is helping Landscape Maintenance professionals meet these demands, increase productivity without increasing labor costs, and ultimately, be more competitive in this growing market.

**Trimtect® Growth Regulator** reduces vegetative growth 30% to 70%, providing your clients the manicured appearance they desire, while reducing the frequency of trimming you need to do.

**More Than Shrubs.** You can manage the growth of groundcovers, vines, and trees using Trimtect® growth regulator.
What challenges do you have keeping up with a shrub maintenance program?
Well, obviously, when you have a seasonal market like we do in the MidAtlantic, as opposed to down South, which is more of a year-round market, we have a more limited time period. Often the same people who need to be mowing and planting are the same people that need to be pruning. It’s not like you hire people on just for a pruning season and then you let them go, so you are trying to manage your work force at an extremely busy time. As summer goes on and the grass slows down and the flowers are in, then it is easier to manage pruning.

We were looking at ‘What can we do to manage pruning?’ especially in May, June, and early July. So that’s why we were looking at growth regulators as one of the things to hopefully reduce the amount of growth that’s going to occur. Our clients want to have a nicely shaped shrub and if there’s, you know, 6-10 inches of growth on top, that’s not going to be acceptable for our clients. If we can reduce that to, say, 2-3 inches of new growth then that would allow us a little more time to get some of these early projects done and then hit them with pruning later.

Why do you guys see a value in shrub growth regulators?
The biggest reason is obviously the amount of work that occurs in the spring, especially in late spring and early summer. So you have a period of time, in the MidAtlantic for instance, from mid-April through mid-June where we have grass growing very fast, seasonal colors [such as annual flowers] are going to be put in, weeds are growing very fast, and plants are growing very fast also.
Most plants are putting their growth on in late spring and early summer, so we have all these things occurring at the same time with just a limited amount of work force.

Which PGRs had you used and why did you switch primarily to Trimtect®?
We had used Atrimmec® in the past, and use it less now than we had. As a Type I PGR (see side bar), it did a good job of, you know, freezing the growth. Timing was a little more critical with Atrimmec®. You had to let the plant grow, then perform some light tipping, then you would hit it and would get a good 4-5 weeks of virtually no growth on the shrub. One of the downsides was you could get a chlorotic plant a few weeks after you sprayed Atrimmec®, so the plant might turn a little bit yellow. Timing was also critical and that was very important, and you couldn’t use it on as many types of shrubs as we can with Trimtect®.

Inkberry
Steve Sullivan from Brickman/ValleyCrest and Jason Bass from Rainbow Treecare inspecting Inkberry shrubs on August 12. These were treated with Trimtect® in early June and are still holding their shape.

ATRIMMEC® is a registered trademark of PBI-Gordon Corporation
Trimtect® we can use on a wider range of shrubs, and I think that there is a little more flexibility as to when you can apply Trimtect®.

What was your shrub pruning cycle and where does Trimtect® fit in?

Good question — we try to tackle summer pruning in two ways. First off, we try to take some shrubs where we can do more dormant pruning, we prune those and then can do more of a light tipping in mid-summer. These shrubs would not get a growth regulator. Other shrubs, where dormant pruning might be a little more difficult we are using the shrub growth regulators.

We are trying a combination of the two to take that total pruning hours and instead of having them in 4-5 week period we are trying to spread it out. So we are using both dormant pruning and Trimtect® to reduce the need for shrub pruning during the peak spring/summer rush. It’s kind of a two-tiered attack to reduce our summer pruning.

We're looking at the species of shrubs where we do a lot of them — things like hedges — where we are spending a lot of time shearing. Particularly hedges around commercial sites, shopping malls, and HOAs, things like that.

In your market, is it every shrub on a property you are treating with Trimtect or just a certain group of species?

With Trimtect®, it is definitely shrub related — we are looking at species that put out a lot of growth. [We use it on] a lot of the evergreen shrubs, [such as] Manhattan euonymus, a lot of shrub hollies, and even some of the tree-form hollies that might be sheared — which is another great use for growth regulators.

Anytime you have a shrub that requires what I call ‘Special Equipment’ — which would be, maybe, extended shears, or ladders, or things like that which would be above and beyond normal pruning equipment.

If you can use a growth regulator to cut back on the use of special equipment, it is always a good thing. Keeping team members off ladders or off 'special equipment' is always something we are looking at [for safety reasons].

What’s the single biggest factor as to why you would use a growth regulator?

The single most important thing for using a growth

Keeping team members off ladders or off 'special equipment' is always something we are looking at [for safety reasons].
regulator is to reduce our need to go out and do major pruning in the late spring/early summer. We want to delay pruning until the major rush of spring is past because all worlds collide by early June – weeds, flowers, grass, - everything.

Listen, we don’t have any trouble pruning plants in July, August, and September but we do have a hard time getting it done in April, May, and June. So, we are looking at Trimtect® to delay the initial pruning.

Have you ever had a customer notice the use of a shrub growth regulator?

Clients just want to have a nice looking site and normally, when it looks nice you are not going to hear anything from them. When you do hear from them is when it is not looking nice.

People expect that they are paying for a certain look and when that doesn’t happen – that’s when you will hear from a client. They’re not ever really going to call up and comment, “Wow, this shrub looks really nice!”, that’s not going to be the kind of thing you are going to hear in commercial landscapes. If you’ve done your job right no one will ever notice that you were doing it.
The time from spring to early summer is busy. Very, very busy. The lawn is growing and needs mowing. The weeds are coming up. The bedding plants and other colorful flowers need to get in the ground. Taking shrubs out of the peak season equation can dramatically free up labor to accomplish these other tasks.

**Break the Shrub Maintenance Cycle**

**Reduce Number of Trimmings**

Depending on where you are located in the country and client expectations you may do up to 10 trimmings a year. Trimtect® can reduce the need to trim by half or more.

**Traditional Methods**

**Trimtect® Solution**

**Wide Treatment Windows**

Trimtect® can be applied anytime during the growing season allowing you to schedule application on your terms.

**What is Trimtect®?**

Trimtect® is the newest generation of growth regulators formulated specifically for ground covers, vines, shrubs, and small trees. It is applied as a foliar spray. Trimtect® is absorbed into the actively growing tissue through the leaves, stems, or roots, and is translocated to the tips of the plant where it reduces the production of the growth hormone, gibberellic acid.

**Expectations**

In many locations one or two treatments per year will be all you need to maintain a manicured appearance. You can expect one application of Trimtect® to:

- Control growth for 8 to 12 weeks.
- Treated plants will have a compact look due to the shorter branches.
- Darker green leaves and an enhanced flowering appearance.
- Your clients will have plants that stay manicured and look better longer.
LATE SUMMER SPIKES
Many companies face mid to late summer shrub pruning spikes. All the shrubs you dormant pruned over the winter and in early spring have been growing all season. Where you once had several weeks to get to them all, you now have a crunch where they all need attention at the same time.

“Very impressed with these results. We will be using Trimtect® for future jobs, especially where we struggle to keep up with trimming spikes and walkways cleared.”

Dave Earley, Emerald Isle Landscape
Denver, Colorado

Reduce Labor
Grow Profits

Reduce Labor Costs
Trimtect® can reduce the amount of labor and time you’ll need at each job site, greatly reducing your overall costs and freeing labor time for other jobs.

Fewer Site Visits
Every trip to the job site has costs involved from fuel to vehicle maintenance and, of course, the cost in travel time. Reducing even a single visit can have significant savings for you.

Reduce Disposal Costs
Reduced growth also reduces dollars and time spent on biomass removal and disposal fees.

Time for Enhancements
Trimtect® allows you to shift labor from shrub trimming to more profitable work such as planting colorful flowers, mulching, and other property enhancements that clients love and add to your bottom line.

WHAT WILL YOU SAVE?
See the economic benefits of using Trimtect® for yourself. You can input your numbers into our economic model.

https://www.treecarescience.com/roi
LEVERAGING GROWTH REGULATORS

Wide Variety of Plants

Seeing Results

Rainbow has been working with a number of cooperators and businesses around the country for several years with Trimtect®. Here are some of their experiences in their own words...

REDUCING PRUNING NEEDS

We sprayed Trimtect® on a privet shrub four days post prune in June as a trial. We pruned again 10 weeks later in August and found significantly less top growth compared to the shrubs around it. The privet sprayed with Trimtect® held it’s shape through September, over 5 more weeks, nearly absent of escapes (this was far better than I had expected).

It’s conceivable that we would cut our prune time in half and reduce our clippings by more than half for the year.

Expanded use of Trimtect® would ultimately reduce the workload of our prune crews allowing them to assume responsibilities in other revenue generating departments. With the results gained from the trials this year, we will be expanding our use of PGR’s next year.

Andrew Stith
Production Manager
Epic Landscape Productions L.C.
Olathe, Kansas

TO SEE MORE RESULTS GO TO www.treecarescience.com
SUPERIOR PERFORMANCE

We have been using Trimtect® for over a year now. Prior to discovering your product we had tried several others and discovered that they were either too expensive to justify, had negative side effects, or didn't give us the desired length of control.

From a cost/benefit standpoint Trimtect® is the best growth regulator we have used.

We began using it on our fastest growing plant materials, *Elaeagnus pungens* and *Viburnum odoratissimum*. We were very pleased with the growth control we achieved and were impressed by the improvement in overall appearance of the plants. The control we receive is better than average and the length of dry time before rain or irrigation is fantastic.

George Kennedy, FCHP
Terra-scape Enterprises, Inc.
Tampa Bay, Florida
Get Started
Controlling Shrub Growth!

OFFER EXPIRES 12/31/16

$75 OFF Trim·tect® STARTER KIT

Trimtect® is a spray-on shrub growth regulator that will reduce the regrowth of shrubs and hedges by 30% – 70% over a season.

Trimtect® (1 gallon) and Audible 90 Surfactant (16 oz) will treat approximately 400 shrubs at 20 ft² per shrub, similar to the shrubs shown above.

Trimtect® Starter Kit Includes:
• Trimtect (1 gallon)
• Audible 90 Surfactant (16 oz)
• Chapin 4 Gallon Back Pack Sprayer with upgraded nozzle tip
• Gloves
• Safety glasses
• Graduated Cylinder
• Rate Chart
• Application Guide

Buy Online Today!
www.treecarescience.com

877-272-6747  info@treecarescience.com

TRIMTECT® IS NOT REGISTERED FOR SALE IN ALL STATES. See website or contact Rainbow for availability. ©2016 Rainbow Treecare Scientific Advancements